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A vibration and damping analysis based on individual layer deformation is presented for
axisymmetric vibrations of laminated composite material conical shells. The analysis
includes consideration of bending, extension and transverse shear deformations in each of
the laminate layers and also includes its rotary, meridional and circumferential translatory
and transverse inertias. The Galerkin method has been applied for finding the approximate
solutions for the simply supported conical shells. The correspondence principle of linear
viscoelasticity has been used to evaluate the damping effectiveness of the shell. The
variations of the resonance frequencies and of the associated system loss factors with fiber
orientation angles and cone apex angles for axisymmetric vibrations of cross-ply and
angle-ply fiber reinforced plastic conical shells are reported.

1. INTRODUCTION

The static and dynamic analysis of fiber reinforced composite material laminated conical
shells is generally carried out by replacing a laminated shell by an equivalent homogeneous
orthotropic material shell. This simplification may not lead to true representation of
deformations in the layers and also may lead to erroneous results, particularly for
the damping. The large difference between the elastic properties of fiber filament and those
of the matrix material leads to a high ratio of the in-plane Young’s modulus to the
shear modulus for most fiber reinforced composite materials, and hence consideration of
transverse shear deformations in each of the individual layers is important. Vibration and
damping analyses of composite laminated plates and of composite laminated circular
cylindrical shells have been reported in which these effects were considered [1, 2].

Vibration analyses of conical shells of fiber reinforced composites have been reported
by very few researchers. Yang [3] reported results for free vibrations of an elastic conical
shell with a particular orthotropy. In his work, the shell is made of a laminated fiber
reinforced composite in which the principal material directions of an equal number of plies
lie at an angle +u from the generator of the shell in such a manner that bending and
extensional deformations are uncoupled. Shivkumar and Krishna Murty [4] presented a
16 degrees-of-freedom ring element for free vibration analysis of laminated cylindrical and
conical shells. Bert et al. [5, 6] reported experimental and analytical results for the
vibrational characteristics of a truncated conical shell of sandwich construction with free
edges. The shell, in their analysis, consisted of fiber glass/epoxy facings and aluminium
honeycomb core.
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In the present work, the governing equations of motion for vibrations of a general
multi-layered conical shell having an arbitrary number of specially orthotropic material
layers have been derived by using variational principles. Extension, bending, in-plane shear
and transverse shear in all the layers have been considered and transverse, meridional and
circumferential translatory and rotary inertias are taken into account. The Galerkin
method has been used for finding the solution for a conical shell with simply supported
edges. The correspondence principle of linear viscoelasticity has been used to evaluate the
damping effectiveness of the fiber reinforced composite material laminated conical shell.
A computer program for determining the resonance frequencies and associated system loss
factors for various families of modes of axisymmetric vibrations of a general multi-layered
conical shell consisting of an arbitrary number of specially orthotropic fiber reinforced
composite material layers has been developed. The developed computer program has been
applied to an N layered shell to obtain results for the vibrations of composite material
cylindrical shell (apex angle a

2 =0) and these have been compared with reported results [2].
The program has also been validated for the vibration of elastic three-layered conical
shells. Results for the variations of the resonance frequencies and associated system loss
factors with fiber orientation angles and cone apex angles for axisymmetric vibrations of
cross-ply and angle-ply conical shells are presented.

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The cross-section of a N layered truncated conical shell is shown in Figure 1. The
orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate system X−f−Z is aligned to the conical geometry
as illustrated in Figure 2(a). If there is assumed to be no slip at the interfaces of the layers,
the displacements at a point zi from the mid-plane of the ith layer along the X- and
f-directions (see Figure 1) are given by

uzi =(1/ti )[ui{ti /2− zi}+ ui+1{ti /2+ zi}],

vzi =(1/ti )[vi{ti /2− zi}+ vi+1{ti /2+ zi}], (1)

where ui , vi , ui+1 and vi+1 are the displacements at the radii ROi and ROi+1 of the ith
layer along the X and f directions, respectively, and ti is the thickness of the ith layer.
The strains at the point are given by

(oxx )i =(1/ti )[ui,x{(ti /2)− zi}+ ui+1,x{(ti /2)+ zi}],

(off )i = {1/(ri ti )}[{vi,f + ui sin a}{(ti /2)− zi}
+ {vi+1,f + ui+1 sin a}{(ti /2)+ zi}+ tiw cos a],

(gfz )i = {1/(ri ti )}[ti w,f − vi cos a{(ti /2)− zi}− vi+1 cos a{(ti /2)+ zi}]+(vi+1 − vi )/ti ,

(gzx )i =w,x +(ui+1 − ui )/ti ,

(gxf )i = {1/(ri ti )}[{ui,f − vi sin a}{(ti /2)− zi}+ {ui+1,f − vi+1 sin a}{(ti /2)+ zi}]

+ (1/ti )[vi,x{(ti /2)− zi}+ vi+1,x{(ti /2)+ zi}], (2)

where ri =ROi + x sin a+ zi cos a and w is the transverse displacement. With the
material of the layers considered to be specially orthotropic, the stress–strain relations
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Figure 1. Assumed deformation pattern in the multi-layered conical shell.

are given by [7]
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Figure 2. (a) X−f−Z orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate system; (b) a general orthotropic lamina; X, F,
Z geometrical axes; 1-2-3 principal material axes.

where

(Q11)i =(q11)ia4 +2{(q12)i +2(q66)i}a2b2 + (q22)ib4,

(Q12)i =(Q21)i = {(q11)i +(q22)i −4(q66)i}a2b2 + (q12)i (a4 + b4),

(Q22)i =(q11)ib4 +2{(q12)i +2(q66)i}a2b2 + (q22)ia4,

(Q66)i = {(q11)i +(q22)i −2(q12)i −2(q66)i}a2b2 + (q66)i (a4 + b4),

(C44)i = {(c44)ia2 + (c55)ib2, (c55)i = {(c44)ib2 + (c55)ia2,

and

(q11)i =(E11)i /{1− (n12)i (n21)i}, (q22)i =(E22)i /{1− (n12)i (n21)i},

(q12)i =(q21)i =(n21)i /{1− (n12)i (n21)i}=(n12)i (E22)i /{1− (n12)i (n21)i},

(c44)i =(G23)i , (c55)i =(G31)i , (q66)i =(G12)i ,

Here a=cos ui , b=sin ui , ui is the angular orientation of the fibers in the ith layer as
shown in Figure 2(b) and (E11)i , (E22)i , (n12)i , (n21)i , and (G12)i , (G23)i and (G31)i are,
respectively, the Young’s moduli, the Poisson ratios and the shear moduli of the material
of the ith layer.

The strain energy of the shell is given by

U=(1/2) s
N

i=1 gx gf gz

[(sxx )i (oxx )i +(sff )i (off )i

+(tfz )i (gfz )i +(tzx )i (gzx )i +(txf )i (gxf )i ]ri dzi df dx. (4)

Here N is the number of layers of the shell.
With the transverse, meridional and circumferential translatory and rotary inertias all

considered, the kinetic energy of the shell is given by

T=(1/2) s
N

i=1 gx gf gz

ri (ẇ2 + u̇2
zi + v̇2

zi)ri dzi df dx. (5)

Here (·)=d/dt, t is time and ri is the density of the material of the ith layer.
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The work done by the external excitation f(x) sin vt is given by

V=gx gf

f(x) sin vtw df dx. (6)

By using equations (4) and (5), U and T are evaluated. By taking the variations and
applying Hamilton’s principle, the governing differential equations of motion and the
boundary conditions are obtained (see the Appendix, equation (A1)–(A6)).

3. SOLUTION FOR AXISYMMETRIC VIBRATIONS OF LAMINATED FIBER
REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIAL CONICAL SHELLS WITH

SIMPLY SUPPORTED EDGES

In the case of the simply supported layered conical shell, it is difficult to find
trigonometric functions or their combinations which can satisfy the displacement as well
as the natural boundary conditions.

In the present analysis, boundary conditions for a simply supported edge are defined
as zero displacements in the circumferential and normal directions and unrestrained
displacement (ui $ 0) in the meridional direction: that is, its derivative with respect to x
is zero. Thus one has:

w=0, vi =0,

ui,x =0 i=1, 2, 3, 4, . . . , (N+1)) at x=0 and x=L.

A set of series solution for axisymmetric vibrations of the shell, satisfying the boundary
conditions, is taken as (with i=1, 2, 3, . . . , N+1).

ui = s
a

m=1

Umi cos mpx/L sin vt, vi = s
a

m=1

Vmi sin mpx/L sin vt, (7a,b)

w= s
a

m=1

Wm sin mpx/L sin vt, (7c)

and the symmetric excitation may be expanded as

f(x) sin vt= s
a

m=1

Fm sin mpx/L sin vt. (7d)

Galerkin’s method is a means of obtaining an approximate solution of a differential
equation. It does this by requiring that the error between the approximate solution and
the true solution be orthogonal to the functions used in the approximation. It is used herein
for finding the approximate solution for the shell.

Substituting equations (7) into the governing differential equations yields a set
of m(N+2) algebraic equations in terms of the meridional displacements
(Um1, Um2, . . . , Um(N+1)) and the transverse displacement (Wm ), and another set
of m(N+1) algebraic equations in terms of the circumferential displacements
(Vm1, Vm2, . . . , Vm(N+1)). After replacing the real moduli of the layer materials by their
complex moduli according to the correspondence principle of linear viscoelasticity, the first
set of equations forms a complex eigenvalue problem

[A−v2
1B]X=0, (8)

where the column vector X=[Um1, Um2, Um3, . . . , Um(N+1), Wm ]T, A and B are square
matrices of order m(N+2) and the eigenvalues v2

1 give the resonance frequencies
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and associated system loss factors for coupled meridional and transverse modes of
vibrations.

Similarly, the second set of equations forms a complex eigenvalue problem of the type

[C−v2
2D]Y=0, (9)

where the column vector Y=[Vm1, Vm2, Vm3, . . . , Vm(N+1)]T, C and D are square matrices
of order m(N+1), and the eigenvalues v2

2 give the resonance frequencies in radians
per second and associated system loss factors for torsional and other circumferential shear
modes.

The elements of the matrices A, B, C and D are functions of the geometric and material
properties of the shell. The real part v of the complex eigenvalue is the resonance frequency
and the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part is the associated system loss factor
hs [1]. It can be shown that hs is the ratio of the imaginary part to the real part of the
generalized complex stiffness and also the ratio of energy dissipated per cycle to the
maximum strain energy during a cycle [8, 9].

The above procedure has been programmed to compute the resonance frequencies and
associated system loss factors hs for (in principle) all the modes of the families of modes
of axisymmetric vibrations of general multi-layered fiber reinforced composite material
simply supported conical shells. A convergence study has been conducted to arrive at the
proper choice of number of terms in the solution. Four terms in the solution are found
to yield sufficiently accurate converged results. So four terms are considered in the solution
to obtain the numerical results. For four terms in the solution (m=1, 2, 3, 4), the vibration
modes consist of one family of 4(N+2) coupled modes having meridional and transverse
deformations, and a second family of 4(N+1) nodes having torsional and circumferential
deformations. Although the modes of the first family are coupled, deformations occur
predominantly along the meridional, transverse or circumferential directions and they are
named accordingly.

4. COMPARISON WITH REPORTED RESULTS

The vibration and damping analysis of a composite material cylindrical shell with an
arbitrary number of layers has been attempted by Alam and Asnani [2]. In their work,
the strains due to extension, bending, in-plane shear and transverse shear for all layers of
the shell have been considered and rotary and meridional and circumferential translatory
inertias along with transverse inertia have been included. The resonance frequencies and
associated system loss factors for six-layer angle-ply glass fiber reinforced plastic (GFRP)
material cylindrical shells have been computed for different fiber orientation angles with
the present analysis by taking the cone apex angle a to be zero and these have been found
in good agreement (see Figure 3) with the results reported by Alam and Asnani [2].

Axisymmetric modes of vibrations of homogeneous, isotropic simply supported
truncated conical shells considered by Garnet and Kempner [10] been computed with the
present analysis by making the multi-layered shell a homogeneous material shell. The
results are compared in Figure 4.

The natural frequencies of a sandwich conical shell with simply supported edges have
been determined with the present analysis for the following data [11]: apex angle a=5·07°;
slant length L=72·5 in; thicknesses t1 = t3 =0·021 in, t3 =0·3 in; radii R1 =22·290 in,
R2 =22·450 in, R3 =22·609 in; Young’s moduli Ex1 =Ex3 =Ef1 =Ef3 =3·64×106 lb/in2;
shear moduli Gzx2 =3·28×104 lb/in2, Gfz2 =1·83×104 lb/in2, Gzx1 =Gzx3 =Gfz1 =Gfz3=
1·0×106 lb/in2; Poisson ratios nfx1 = nfx3 = nxf1 = nxf3 =0·2; mass density r1 = r3=
0·000265 lb s2/in4, r2 =0·3368×10−5 lb s2/in4. Here the suffix 1 denotes the inner face
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Figure 3. Comparison with reported results [2]. T/R1 =0·008; E1/E2 =3 (GFRP); b1 =mpR1/L=0·35;
h=0·1. Reference [2]: ——, hs ; – – –, l. Present analysis: ×, hs ; w, l=(r1t1R1w2)/(Ex)1.

layer, 2 the core and 3 the outer face layer of the sandwich conical shell model considered
in reference [11]. The results are found to be in good agreement with those reported by
Wilkins et al. [11] (see Table 1).

5. FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITE MATERIAL CONICAL SHELL

Fiber reinforced composite materials such as graphite and boron/epoxy composites are
increasingly used in shell structures because of their high specific moduli and damping
characteristics. The high specific modulus enables the composite material structures to
have high natural frequencies and also high damping reduces the vibration response of the
structures. The fiber reinforced composite material chosen herein is boron/epoxy, for the
purpose of illustration. Elastic moduli and damping property data used in the analysis are
taken from references [12, 13] corresponding to the volumetric fraction

Vf =
Volume of fiber

Volume of composite
=

vf

vc
=

vf

vf + vm + vv
=0·5,

where the subscripts c, f, m and v indicate the composite, the fiber, the matrix and
the voids, respectively. The properties are as follows: Young’s moduli E11 =
1·7625×106 kg/cm2, E22 =0·083×106 kg/cm2; shear moduli G12 =0·03948×106 kg/cm2,
G2z=0·03933×106 kg/cm2, G1z =0·02679×106 kg/cm2; Poisson ratios n12 = n21 =0·28;
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Figure 4. Comparison with frequencies reported by Garnet and Kempner [10]. ——, [10]; ×, present analysis.

Material loss factors h11 =0·00157, h22 =0·018, h12 =0·2, h2z =0·0026, h1z =0·00175;
density r=0·001882 kg/cm3.

In the analysis, variations of elastic moduli and loss factors of the composite materials
with frequency, temperature and strain are ignored.

There is nearly an unlimited number of combinations of layer orientations possible in
a laminate. Here, some of the commonly used lamination arrangements, consisting of
multiple plies, all having the same thickness and of identical composite material (except
for orientation) have been considered.

All of the layers in the laminated conical shell considered in the present analysis are
assumed to be of the same thickness and specially orthotropic material. The total thickness
parameter (T/R1) is the ratio of the total thickness of the shell to the radius of the first
layer of the shell and is taken to be 0·5. The length parameter (R1/L) is the ratio of the
radius of the first layer to the slant length of the shell and is taken to be 0·1. The cone
apex angle a is taken to be 5° and R1 =7·2 in.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computed variations of the resonance frequencies v and associated system loss
factors hs with orientation angle u and cone apex angle a are presented and discussed here
for axisymmetric vibrations of symmetric conical shells with cross-ply and angle-ply
laminates.

The variations of v and hs with u for the axisymmetric vibrations of a
mono-layer boron/epoxy composite material simply supported conical shell are shown
in Figure 5.

T 1

Resonance frequencies (Hz) of a sandwich conical shell with simply supported edges

First lowest Second lowest
ZXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXV ZXXXXXXXCXXXXXXXV

Present analysis Ref. [11] Present analysis Ref. [11]

406·4 406·5 629·6 624·9
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Figure 5. Variations of v (——) and hs (– – –) with u for axisymmetric vibration of a simply supported
boron/epoxy conical shell.

v for the transversal mode first decreases, reaches its lowest value (3·5 Hz) at u=10°,
increases considerably to 30·5 Hz between u=10° and 65° and then starts decreasing again
with higher values of the orientation angle. A decrease in hs for this mode is observed with
the increase of u. It is nearly equal to the maximum loss factor associated with the in-plane
shear modulus G12 (=0·2) when the fibers are oriented along the meridional direction
(u=0°).

v for the meridional mode increases with u. A low value of hs for this mode is
observed. hs for this mode first decreases, reaches its lowest value (0·00095) at u=10°,
decreases marginally up to u=50° and a considerable increase in hs for this mode is noticed
between u=50° and 60° and then again hs for this mode decreases with further increase
of u.

v for the circumferential (torsional) mode is low at the extremities, i.e., at u=0° and
u=90°, and high at the intermediate values of u, the maximum being at u=45°. The
system loss factor for this mode is almost equal to the maximum material loss factor
associated with the in-plane shear modulus h12 (=0·2) at the extremities and the minimum
(0·0037) occurs at u=45°.

Figures 6 and 7 show the variations of v and the associated hs with apex angle a for
axisymmetric vibrations of boron/epoxy composite material simply supported conical
shells for two fiber orientations, u=0° and u=90°. The shells have five layers of equal
thickness with the same orientation. It is observed that the orientation does not have any
effect on the numerical values of v and hs for the circumferential mode over the complete
range of apex angle a. Increases in v and hs for the meridional mode are noticed at a
particular value of a when the fibers are oriented (at u=90°) along the circumferential
direction.
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Figure 6. Variations of v (——) and hs (– – –) with a for axisymmetric vibration of a simply supported
mono-layer (u=0°) baron/epoxy conical shell.

The variations of v and hs with a for a five-layered boron/epoxy composite material
conical shell with two stacking arrangements, cross-ply (0, 90, 0, 90, 0) and angle-ply
(30, 0, 45, 0, 30), are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. It is observed that in the

Figure 7. Variations of v (——) and hs (– – –) with a for axisymmetric vibration of a simply supported
mono-layer (u=90°) boron/epoxy conical shell.
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Figure 8. Variations of v (——) and hs (– – –) with a for axisymmetric vibration of a simply supported
(0, 90, 0, 90, 0) boron/epoxy conical shell.

Figure 9. Variations of v (——) and hs (– – –) with a for axisymmetric vibration of a simply supported
(30, 0, 45, 0, 30) boron/epoxy conical shell.
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cross-ply case a high system loss factor is obtained only in the circumferential direction.
For a high loss factor in the transversal and circumferential directions, angle-ply
(30, 0, 45, 0, 30) is advisable in a boron/epoxy composite material conical shell.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Vibration and damping studies of simply supported conical shells have been carried out
with different stacking arrangements of fiber reinforced composite laminates subject to a
constant thickness criterion for various fiber orientation angles and cone apex angles.
It has been seen that proper selection of the stacking arrangement results in higher values
of the system loss factor for a particular mode of vibration.
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APPENDIX: GOVERNING EQUATION OF MOTION AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
FOR AXISYMMETRIC VIBRATIONS OF MULTILAYERED CONICAL SHELL

These equations are obtained by ignoring all the terms involving the derivatives with
respect to f.

613 ti

(ROi + x sin a)
+

1
12

t2
i cos a

(ROi + x sin a)2 +
1
48

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)3

× (Q22)iui sin2 a+616 ti

(ROi + x sin a)
+

1
48

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37
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× (Q22)iui+1 sin2 a+612 ti

(ROi + x sin a)
+

1
12

t2
i cos a

(ROi + x sin a)2

+
1
24

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37(Q22)iw sin a cos a+(C55)i (ROi + x sin a){(1/ti )ui

−(1/ti )ui+1 −w,x}−(1/3)ti (Q11)i{ui,x sin a+(ROi + x sin a)ui+1,xx}

−(1/2)ti (Q12)iw,x cos a+613 ti−1

(ROi−1 + x sin a)

−
1
12

t2
i−1 cos a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)2 +
1
48

t3
i−1 cos2 a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)37
×(Q22)i−1ui sin2 a+616 ti−1

(ROi−1 + x sin a)
+

1
48

t3
i−1 cos a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)37
×(Q22)i−1ui−1 sin2 a+612 ti−1

(ROi−1 + x sin a)
−

1
12

t2
i−1 cos a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)2

+
1
24

t3
i−1 cos2 a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)37(Q22)i−1w sin a cos a+(C55)i−1

× (ROi−1 + x sin a){(1/ti−1)ui −(1/ti−1)ui−1 +w,x}−(1/3)ti−1(Q11)i−1

× {ui,x sin a+(ROi−1 + x sin a+(1/4)ti−1 cos a)ui,xx}

−(1/6)ti−1(Q11)i−1{ui−1,x sin a+(ROi−1 + x sin a)ui−1,xx}

−(1/2)ti−1(Q12)i−1w,x cos a+(1/3)riti (ROi + x sin a){üi +(1/2)üi+1}

+(1/3)ri−1ti−1(ROi−1 + x sin a)üi +(1/2)üi−1}

−(1/12)(rit2
i − ri−1t2

i−1}üi =0. (A1)

For i=1, 2, 3, . . . , (N+1), these are (N+1) equations.

613 ti

(ROi + x sin a)
+

1
12

t2
i cos a

(ROi + x sin a)2 +
1
48

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37
× vi{(Q66)i sin2 a−(C44)i cos2 a}+616 ti

(ROi + x sin a)

+
1
48

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37vi+1{(Q66)i sin2 a+(C44)i cos2 a}

−(1/3)ti (Q66)i{ROi + x sin a−(1/4)ti cos a)vi,xx +(1/6)ti

×(Q66)i (ROi + x sin a)vi+1,xx +613 ti−1

(ROi−1 + x sin a)
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−
1
12

t2
i−1 cos a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)2 +
1
48

t3
i−1 cos2 a

(ROi−1 + x sin a)37vi{(Q66)i−1

× sin2 a+(C44)i−1 cos2 a}+616 ti−1

(ROi−1 + x sin a)
+

1
48

t3
i−1 + x sin a)3

(ROi−1 + x sin a)37
× vi−1{(C44)i−1 cos2 a+(Q66)i−1 sin2 a}+(1/ti−1)(C44)i−1

× (ROi−1 + x sin a)(vi − vi−1)−(C44)i−1vi cos a−(1/3)ti−1(Q66)i−1

× (ROi−1 + x sin a+(1/4)ti−1 cos a)vi,xx −(1/6)ti−1(Q66)i−1

× (ROi−1 + x sin a)vi−1,xx −(1/3)ti−1(Q66)i−1 sin a(vi,x +(1/2)vi−1,x)

+ (1/3)riti (ROi + x sin a){v̈i +(1/2)v̈i+1}+(1/3)ri−1ti−1

× (ROi−1 + x sin a){v̈i +(1/2)v̈i−1}−(1/12){rit2
i − ri−1t2

i−1}v̈i cos a=0. (A2)

For i=1, 2, 3, . . . , (N+1), these are (N+1) equations.

s
N

i=1

[(1/2)ti (Q12)i cos a{ui,x + ui+1,x}+6 ti

(ROi + x sin a)

+
1
12

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37(Q22)iw cos2 a+612 ti

(ROi + x sin a)

−
1
12

t2
i cos a

(ROi + x sin a)2 +
1
24

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37(Q22)iui+1 sin a cos a

+612 ti

(ROi + x sin a)
+

1
12

t2
i cos a

(ROi + x sin a)2 +
1
24

t3
i cos2 a

(ROi + x sin a)37
×(Q22)iui sin a cos a−(C55)iti{w,x sin a+(ROi + x sin a)w,xx}

−(C55)i{ui+1 sin a+(ROi + x sin a)ui+1,x}+(C55)i

× {ui sin a+(ROi + x sin a)ui,x}+ riti (ROi + x sin a)ẅ+ f(x)g(t)=0. (A3)

The boundary conditions are as follows. First, either ui =0 or

(1/3)ti (Q11)i{ROi + x sin a−(1/4)ti cos a}ui,x +(1/6)ti

×(ROi + x sin a)ui+1,x +(1/3)ti{ui sin a+(1/2)ui+1 sin a

+(3/2)w cos a}+(1/3)ti−1{ROi−1 + x sin a+(1/4)ti−1 cos a}ui,x

+(1/6)ti−1(Q11)i−1(RPi−1 + x sin a)ui−1,x +(1/3)ti−1(Q12)i−1

× {ui sin a+(1/2)ui−1 sin a+(3/2)w cos a}=0. (A4)

For i=1, 2, 3, . . . , (N+1), these are (N+1) equations.
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Second, vi =0 or

(1/3)ti (Q66)i (ROi + x sin a−(1/4)ti cos a)vi,x

+(1/6)ti (Q66)i (ROi + x sin a)vi+1,x −(1/3)ti (Q66)i

× {vi sin a+(1/2)vi+1 sin a}+(1/3)ti−1(Q66)i−1(ROi−1 + x sin a

+(1/4)ti−1 cos a)vi,x +(1/6)ti−1(Q66)i−1(ROi−1 + x sin a)vi−1,x

−(1/3)ti−1(Q66)i−1{vi sin a+(1/2)vi−1 sin a}=0. (A5)

For i=1, 2, 3, . . . , (N+1), these are (N+1) equations.
Third, either w=0 or

s
N

i=1

[(C55)i (ROi + x sin a){tiw,x + ui+1 − ui}]=0. (A6)


